
ABOUT THE  PRO PER TY

Are you looking for scenic views, rolling hills, rocky bluffs, trout streams, grassy fields, or
beautiful diverse woodlands?  For opportunities to hunt, hike, camp, farm or rent farmland,

and nurture high quality habitats unique to the Driftless Area?  This special property has
them all and the character and rural nature of the property is protected forever.

See reverse for details regarding the conservation easement and life estate.

CONSERVATION LAND FOR SALE
County Road P, Muscoda, Iowa County, Wisconsin

Includes a Conservation Easement and Life Estate 

xxx acres woodland | xxx acres farmland | Sand Branch trout stream 

637 ACRES -  TOWN OF P ULA SKI,  I OWA  C OUNTY

PRICE: $1,500,000

www.driftlessconservancy.org

Contact info here?



WHAT IS A CONSERVATION EASEMENT?
 

A conservation easement is a voluntary, legal agreement between a landowner and a land trust or
government agency that permanently limits uses of the land in order to protect its conservation values. It

allows you to continue to own and use your land and to sell it or pass it on to heirs.
 

The property cannot be split into smaller
parcels

The agricultural fields can be farmed with
appropriate soil conservation measures in

place, but cannot be expanded
Development is restricted to the 7-acre
existing residential area. No building is

allowed outside of this area. And the current
tenant holds a life estate on the residential

area.
The existing field road system may be

maintained but not expanded

This easement is intended to protect the
following conservation values:

it does this by restricting these activities:

In practice...  describe relationship with DALC, if
you are conservation-minded, there are

advantages to having access to our expertise
and networks, and peace of mind that any

habitat restoration work or other improvements
to conservation are protected forever.

WHAT IS A LIFE ESTATE?
 

Describe life estate and ramifications to new owners.

Notes for review: this page is tricky, we cannot offer any legal
advice, we need to add recommendation that prospective buyers
get their own attorney's review and opinion.  Obviously this will
have to have Peter's review before sharing.


